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Rights Guide
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Dear Friends and Partners,
Welcome to our Autumn 2019 Macmillan Children’s Books Rights Guide.
2019 has been a great year. We have been celebrating the 20th
anniversary of The Gruffalo and many of you joined us for our event
at the Bologna Book Fair to mark the occasion. Since then we have sold
this classic picture book in eight more territories, bringing the number of
languages sold to eighty four. In 2020 there are more anniversaries
to enjoy as the Acorn Wood series celebrates twenty years and
Charlie Cook’s Favourite Book marks fifteen years.
150 years after Macmillan first published the original Alice’s
Adventures in Wonderland novel by Lewis Carroll, we are delighted to be
showcasing a new edition of this classic tale from award-winning author
and illustrator Chris Riddell, whose fresh and unique interpretation of
the story pays subtle homage to the original illustrator Sir John Tenniel.
For the gifting market, The Macmillan Fairy Tales collection is a
beautiful and collectable treasury which has stories from all over the
world and is the same format as our bestselling The Complete Alice.
Our Two Hoots illustrated imprint continues to receive great acclaim
and we have exclusive illustrations to show you from Emily Gravett’s
new picture book, Too Much Stuff, as well as Spaghetti Hunters, a bold,
bright and colourful new title from Morag Hood. The MCB picture book
list has a great range of illustrators; from debut Victoria Cassanell in
The Grizzly Itch and Briony May Smith with Little Goose’s Autumn
(written by Elli Woollard) to Chris Chatterton, illustrating Peter Bentley’s
new title I Am Dog.
Our fiction list is stronger than ever and Costa award-winning Frances
Hardinge’s new novel Deeplight is not to be missed. Her imagination
is unique, and in her new novel myths and underwater gods decide

the destiny of her young characters. Won in a heated six-way auction,
Adventures on Trains by MG Leonard and Sam Sedgman is a thrilling
middle grade mystery series with nine languages already sold.
Our list of non-fiction is for all ages, from first concepts for the very
young to guides to dealing with love, mental health and exams for
teenagers. Campbell Books presents new series Little Big Feelings,
where each book supports a parent to discuss a different emotion and
helps small children to understand how they feel. Key new Kingfisher titles
for 2020 include a Curious Book of Lists, which gives you information
about everything and anything you can imagine, and Wild Cities,
an illustrated fact book to treasure, which shows how humans and
wildlife live side by side around the world. We are also proud to launch
Natasha Devon’s Yes You Can: Ace Your Exams Without Losing Your
Mind – a fantastic guide to making through the exam years in one piece.
I am always delighted with the books in our rights guide, but this
autumn it is particularly pleasing to see the broad range of brilliant titles
on offer. We really do have something special for every reader!
Thank you for working with us to reach children around the world
and for your support of Macmillan Children’s Books.

Belinda Ioni Rasmussen

Sharing and talking about books with
babies and toddlers is an important step in their
journey to becoming lifelong readers. There is no
better place to start than with Campbell Books,
a specialist maker of interactive books,
designed to delight and entertain.
As well as continuing to build our
bestselling series, this year we are bringing
STEAM learning, simple biographies and
emotional intelligence to the range.
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BABY

BABY

Illustrated by Tiago Americo
• Illustrated by award-winning Jo Lodge
• Googly eyes and a push-up mechanism are perfect for little hands
• Repetitive text and bold pictures help to teach first words
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Format: 160mm x 160mm board book • Extent: 10pp • Pub date: Let’s Play, Cheetah and Time for Bed, Panda May 2020 /
It’s Lunchtime, Monkey and Let’s Go Out, Elephant July 2020 • UK retail price: £6.99

• Two novelties: touch and feel and a jumbo, peekaboo flap!
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• With a guessing game to play and things to spot
• Highly collectible with fresh, vibrant artwork

Format: 180mm x 180mm cased board book • Extent: 8pp
Pub date: Emergency and Baby Animals March 2020 / Halloween September 2020 • UK retail price: £6.99
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Illustrated by
Sarah Andreacchio

• Use the wheel to choose your favourite!
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TODDLER

Illustrated by Jo Byatt, Ilaria Falorsi,
Louise Forshaw and Samantha Meredith
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• Big flaps for little hands to grab and pull down
• Delightful rhymes and questions to answer

• New and refreshed titles in the bestselling Busy series
• Seasonal and tie-in titles: Chinese New Year and the 2020 Olympics!
• Push, pull and slide mechanisms
• Rhyming text and lots to spot and talk about
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• Over 50 backlist titles available
44

Format: 180mm x 180mm cased board book • Extent: 10pp
Pub date: Dinosaur and Bear April 2020 / Unicorn August 2020 • UK retail price: £6.99

Format: 180mm x 180mm board book • Extent: 10pp • Pub date: Chinese New Year December 2019 /
Kittens and Fire Station January 2020 / Sports Day June 2020 /
Kangaroo July 2020 / Ambulance and Shop August 2020 • UK retail price: £5.99
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TODDLER

Illustrated by Jean Claude, Steph Hinton,
Emma Martinez and Yi-Hsuan Wu
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TODDLER

Illustrated by Chorkung, Christiane Engel,
Rebecca Jones, Jenny Wren and Lon Lee
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• An introduction to classic tales
with lively, rhyming text
MOVIE
MARCH
2020
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• With push, pull and slide mechanisms
• Delightful artwork, full of
fairytale magic

Format: 180mm x 180mm board book • Extent: 10pp • Pub date: Mulan February 2020 /
The Princess and the Pea and The Wind in the Willows April 2020 / The Elves and the Shoemaker and
The Frog Prince September 2020 / The Night Before Christmas October 2020 • UK retail price: £5.99

More than

550,000

copies sold in
s
15 language

• Charming non-fiction series looking at the natural world and science topics
• Push, pull and slide mechanisms throughout
• Simple facts, questions and spotting panels
• Lots for parents and little ones to talk about
Format: 180mm x 180mm • Extent: 10pp • Pub date: Available now • UK retail price: £5.99
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Best for

TODDLER

SOLD
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Best for

MY MAGICAL

TM

PRE-SCHOOL

Illustrated by Yujin Shin
• Enchanting board books with a sparkly cover wheel
• Push, pull and slide mechanisms for little ones
• A magical illustrated world, with lots to spot and talk about
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Format: 180mm x 180mm board book • Extent: 10pp • Pub date: Bunny March 2020 / Fairy April 2020 / Flying Pony June 2020 /
Owl September 2020 / Snowman October 2020 / Leprechaun February 2021 • UK retail price: £5.99

• Activity books with over 400 stickers,
including a page of holographic foil stickers
• Simple activities with characters from the
My Magical TM World
• An eye-catching sparkly foil cover
Format: 305 x 238 mm PB • Extent: 30pp • Pub date: Sea Unicorn and Dragon July 2020 /
Unicorn and Mermaid available now • UK retail price: £5.99
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PRE-SCHOOL

PRE-SCHOOL

M yFirst Heroes

Illustrated by Neiko Ng
and Rebecca Jones

Illustrated by Nila Aye
• On-trend STEAM topics with first role models
• Young children play as they learn with push,
pull and slide mechanisms
• Bite-sized facts are a perfect introduction to non-fiction

Also available
• Discover 101 exciting things in each book
• Split pages are fun to flip and flap while
little ones match the pictures
• Packed with early-learning activities
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Format: 210mm x 210mm board book • Extent: 16pp
Pub date: Things That Go March 2020 / Dinosaurs July 2020 • UK retail price: £7.99
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Format: 180mm x 180mm board book • Extent: 10pp
Pub date: Scientists and Artists April 2020 / Inventors and Explorers August 2020 • UK retail price: £5.99
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First Carousel
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PRE-SCHOOL

Illustrated by Lon Lee
and Naray Yoon
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First facts and flaps

• Packed with STEAM learning

NANA

• With over 30 flaps, a wheel
and a fold-out ending
• Fact-checked by a consultant

• Fun carousel with three pop-up play scenes
• Features bold characters from well-loved illustrator Jo Lodge
• With an entertaining rhyming story
12

Format: 260mm x 190mm carousel • Extent: 4pp • Pub date: September 2020 • UK retail price: £14.99

Format: 245mm x 245mm cased board book • Extent: 12pp
Pub date: Planet Earth April 2020 / Mighty Machines July 2020 • UK retail price: £9.99
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EARLY YEARS

Illustrated by Marie Paruit
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Illustrated by Lizzy Doyle

• Builds relationships and develops emotional intelligence

• Find out about your child’s star sign and the personality
traits, colours and stories associated with it
• With a constellation fingertrail to trace
• Beautiful artwork by bestselling illustrator Lizzy Doyle

• With flaps to lift, a slider to move and a wheel to turn
• Parenting tips from an Emotion Coach and Early Years expert
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Lot#: 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
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Manufactured in China

Manufactured in China
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Manufactured in China

September 23rd ~ October 22nd

Lot#: 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

March 21 ~ April 19

ISBN 978-1-4549-4003-6
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June 21 ~ July 22

$9.95
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When is your birthday?
If it is between November 22nd and
December 21st, then your zodiac
sign is Sagittarius.
Find out all about your special stars,
where to find them in the sky,
and what they mean for you.

Manufactured in China
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Manufactured in China
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Find out all about your special stars,
where to find them in the sky,
and what they mean for you.

Lot#: 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

ISBN 978-1-4549-4009-8
5 0 9 9 5>

9 7 8 1 4 5 4 9 4009 8
Manufactured in China

November 22nd ~ December 21st

July 23rd ~ August 22nd

$9.95

STARS

When is your birthday?
If it is between August 23rd and
September 22nd, then your
zodiac sign is Virgo.

V

Find out all about your special stars,
where to find them in the sky,
and what they mean for you.

Lot#: 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

10/19

STERLING CHILDREN’S BOOKS and the
distinctive Sterling Children’s Books logo are
registered trademarks of Sterling Publishing
Co., Inc. 1166 Avenue of the Americas, New
York, NY 10036. © 2019 Macmillan Publishers
International Ltd. Published in 2019 by Sterling
Publishing, by arrangement with Macmillan
Publishers International Ltd. All rights reserved.
sterlingpublishing.com
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When is your birthday? If it is
between April 20th and May 20th,
then your zodiac sign is Taurus.

5 0 9 9 5>

Manufactured in China

May 21 ~ June 20th

Taurus

$9.95

Find out all about your special stars,
where to find them in the sky,
and what they mean for you.

ISBN 978-1-4549-4005-0

9 7 8 1 4 5 4 9 4005 0
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STARS

When is your birthday?
If it is between October 23rd and
November 21st, then your zodiac
sign is Scorpio.

Lot#: 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

ISBN 978-1-4549-4008-1

9 7 8 1 4 5 4 9 4008 1

5 0 9 9 5>

December 22 ~ January 19

$9.95

STARS

STERLING CHILDREN’S BOOKS and the
distinctive Sterling Children’s Books logo are
registered trademarks of Sterling Publishing
Co., Inc. 1166 Avenue of the Americas, New
York, NY 10036. © 2019 Macmillan Publishers
International Ltd. Published in 2019 by Sterling
Publishing, by arrangement with Macmillan
Publishers International Ltd. All rights reserved.
sterlingpublishing.com

ISBN 978-1-4549-4004-3
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STERLING CHILDREN’S BOOKS and the
distinctive Sterling Children’s Books logo are
registered trademarks of Sterling Publishing
Co., Inc. 1166 Avenue of the Americas, New
York, NY 10036. © 2019 Macmillan Publishers
International Ltd. Published in 2019 by Sterling
Publishing, by arrangement with Macmillan
Publishers International Ltd. All rights reserved.
sterlingpublishing.com
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STERLING CHILDREN’S BOOKS and the
distinctive Sterling Children’s Books logo are
registered trademarks of Sterling Publishing
Co., Inc. 1166 Avenue of the Americas, New
York, NY 10036. © 2019 Macmillan Publishers
International Ltd. Published in 2019 by Sterling
Publishing, by arrangement with Macmillan
Publishers International Ltd. All rights reserved.
sterlingpublishing.com
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When is your birthday? If it is
between July 23rd and August 22nd,
then your zodiac sign is Leo.
Find out all about your special stars,
where to find them in the sky,
and what they mean for you.

Lot#: 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

10/19

STERLING CHILDREN’S BOOKS and the
distinctive Sterling Children’s Books logo are
registered trademarks of Sterling Publishing
Co., Inc. 1166 Avenue of the Americas, New
York, NY 10036. © 2019 Macmillan Publishers
International Ltd. Published in 2019 by Sterling
Publishing, by arrangement with Macmillan
Publishers International Ltd. All rights reserved.
sterlingpublishing.com
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Lot#: 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

ISBN 978-1-4549-4007-4

9 7 8 1 4 5 4 9 4007 4

Find out all about your special stars,
where to find them in the sky,
and what they mean for you.
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STERLING CHILDREN’S BOOKS and the
distinctive Sterling Children’s Books logo are
registered trademarks of Sterling Publishing
Co., Inc. 1166 Avenue of the Americas, New
York, NY 10036. © 2019 Macmillan Publishers
International Ltd. Published in 2019 by Sterling
Publishing, by arrangement with Macmillan
Publishers International Ltd. All rights reserved.
sterlingpublishing.com

Find out all about your special stars,
where to find them in the sky,
and what they mean for you.

STARS

V i r go

Find out all about your special stars,
where to find them in the sky,
and what they mean for you.
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Format: 190mm x 190mm cased board book • Extent: 10pp • Pub date: Sometimes I am Worried and I Like to be Kind May 2020 /
Sometimes I am Angry and When I am Happy September 2020 • UK retail price: £6.99

STARS

When is your birthday?
If it is between May 21st and
June 20th, then your zodiac
sign is Gemini.

Leo

$9.95

Gem i n i
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Taurus

Lot#: 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

$9.95

Libra

Pi sces

Find out all about your special stars,
where to find them in the sky,
and what they mean for you.

5 0 9 9 5>
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When is your birthday?
If it is between February 19th and
March 20th, then your zodiac
sign is Pisces.

Lib ra

When is your birthday?
If it is between September 23rd
and October 22nd, then your
zodiac sign is Libra.

STERLING CHILDREN’S BOOKS and the
distinctive Sterling Children’s Books logo are
registered trademarks of Sterling Publishing
Co., Inc. 1166 Avenue of the Americas, New
York, NY 10036. © 2019 Macmillan Publishers
International Ltd. Published in 2019 by Sterling
Publishing, by arrangement with Macmillan
Publishers International Ltd. All rights reserved.
sterlingpublishing.com
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ISBN 978-1-4549-4002-9

$9.95

STARS

When is your birthday?
If it is between December 22nd and
January 19th, then your zodiac
sign is Capricorn.
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distinctive Sterling Children’s Books logo are
registered trademarks of Sterling Publishing
Co., Inc. 1166 Avenue of the Americas, New
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Publishers International Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Publishers International Ltd. All rights reserved.
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ISBN 978-1-4549-4000-5

Find out all about your special stars,
where to find them in the sky,
and what they mean for you.

$9.95

STARS

Leo
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G em i n i

Find out all about your special stars,
where to find them in the sky,
and what they mean for you.

C a n cer

$9.95

STARS

C a n cer

Find out all about your special stars,
where to find them in the sky,
and what they mean for you.

A ri es

When is your birthday?
If it is between June 21st and
July 22nd, then your zodiac
sign is Cancer.

A ri es

When is your birthday?
If it is between March 21st and
April 19th, then your zodiac
sign is Aries.

10/19
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When is your birthday?
If it is between January 20th and
February 18th, then your zodiac
sign is Aquarius.

Lot#: 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
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ISBN 978-1-4549-4010-4
5 0 9 9 5>

9 7 8 1 4 5 4 9 401 04
Manufactured in China

October 23rd ~ November 21st

STERLING CHILDREN’S BOOKS and the
distinctive Sterling Children’s Books logo are
registered trademarks of Sterling Publishing
Co., Inc. 1166 Avenue of the Americas, New
York, NY 10036. © 2019 Macmillan Publishers
International Ltd. Published in 2019 by Sterling
Publishing, by arrangement with Macmillan
Publishers International Ltd. All rights reserved.
sterlingpublishing.com

ISBN 978-1-4549-4011-1
5 0 9 9 5>

9 7 8 1 4 5 4 9 401 1 1
Manufactured in China

April 20th ~ May 20th

Format: 160 x 160mm cased board book • Extent: 22pp • Pub date: March 2021 • UK retail price: £5.99

August 23rd ~ September 22nd
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Best for

PRE-SCHOOL

Illustrated by Ant Parker
Paper engineered by Nick Denchfield

Charlie Chick Shapes
• Giant, shaped flaps on every page
• A fun introduction to a first concept
• Also available: Colours, Counting, Opposites
Frankie the Frog Leaps in First
• A brand-new adventure from the world
of Charlie Chick
• Ingenious paper engineering and brilliant pop-ups
• Giant gatefold ending

OVER ON
ILLI
1.75 M
S
BOOK
SOLD
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Charlie Chick Plays Hide and Seek
• Stunning carousel with three pop-up play scenes
• Fun story featuring Charlie Chick and his friends
• Fantastic play value with lots of flaps

Flap book: 180mm x 180mm board book • Extent: 10pp • Pub date: March 2020 • UK retail price: £4.99
Pop-up: 190mm x 190mm board book • Extent: 16pp • Pub date: July 2020 • UK retail price: £7.99
Carousel: 300mm x 240mm board book • Extent: 4pp • Pub date: September 2020 • UK retail price: £14.99

BRANDS & HERITAGE
Our wonderful range of literary brands and heritage titles includes new editions
of best-loved titles from Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler, including The Gruffalo Carousel
and, for the very youngest fans, Gruffalo, Where are You?, a chunky board book with soft felt flaps
to peep under. We have some delightful new Moomin titles, with the Activity Book and the
Moominvalley Handbook, plus two storybooks tying in with the newly launched Moominvalley
animated TV series. And based on material from Macmillan’s extensive archive,
we are publishing The Macmillan Fairy Tales Collection in hardback gift format,
full of wonderful and timeless stories from around the world.

Early Learning
from Rod Campbell
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8 m er
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lated
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Dear Zoo
• The original lift-the-flap
preschool classic, loved by
children across the world

• A series of interactive early learning titles
• Featuring lift-the-flaps, pop-ups and searchand-find novelty elements
• Introducing basic concepts in a fun, accessible
format – perfect for preschoolers

• A chunky board book with a soft felt flap to lift on every spread

• Now available in paperback
with gold-foiled type

Dear Zoo Book and Lion Gift Set
• Mini gift paperback
edition of the preschool
classic with a high-quality
lion soft toy
• The perfect present
– packaged in an eyecatching gift box

18

• A felt flaps book for the very young based on the bestselling picture book, The Gruffalo
• The perfect introduction to everyone’s favourite characters from the deep dark wood

Noisy Farm 30th Anniversary
• A special anniversary
edition of the bestselling
lift-the-flap board book
• Encouraging children to
learn farm animal
names and sounds in a fun
and interactive way

Dear Zoo: 240mm x 239mm • Extent: 24pp • Pub Date: May 2019 • UK Retail Price: £6.99
Dear Zoo Book and Lion Gift Set: 190mm x 210mm • Extent: 18pp • Pub Date: September 2020 • UK Retail Price: £12.99
Noisy Farm 30th Anniversary: 170mm x 170mm (board book) • Extent: 12pp • Pub Date: January 2020 • UK Retail Price: £6.99
Early Learning from Rod Campbell: 170mm x 170mm (board book) • Extent: 16pp-22pp • Pub Date: Various • UK Retail Price: £6.99

Format: 180mm x 180mm • Extent: 10pp • Pub Date: March 2020 • UK Retail Price: £6.99
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The Gruffalo Carousel
• The original story plus a magnificent pop-up deep dark
wood with three detailed play scenes, including
peep-through holes and flaps to lift
• Includes 12 press-out characters, an envelope to keep
them in and a ribbon tie
• Based on the bestselling picture book, The Gruffalo

Room on the Broom
Push, Pull and Slide Book
• A magical, interactive board book with push, pull and slide
mechanisms on every spread
• Based on the bestselling picture book,
Room on the Broom
• Over 6 million Room on the Broom
books sold worldwide

20

Format: 280mm x 230mm • Extent: 8pp plus carousel section
Pub Date: October 2020 • UK Retail Price: £14.99

Format: 180mm x 180mm • Extent: 8pp • Pub Date: September 2020 • UK Retail Price: £6.99
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20th Anniversary Editions
• Welcome to Acorn Wood with these special 20th anniversary
editions of preschool lift-the-flap favourites, Rabbit’s Nap,
Hide-and-Seek Pig, Fox’s Socks and Postman Bear
• The four Tales from Acorn Wood books have sold over 4 million
copies worldwide and have been translated into 22 languages
• With refreshed cover designs and new Tales from Acorn
Wood branding

Little Library
• Based on the bestselling preschool series by Julia Donaldson
and Axel Scheffler

Festive Editions

• A box of four sturdy little board books with early learning
themes: Colours, Counting, Opposites and Friends

• Special board book and paperback editions of the bestselling classic
story with an exciting new snowy cover design

• Perfect for a toddler’s small hands and to bring along
in the buggy or car

• Publishing to tie in with the release of The Snail and the Whale animation,
due to air on TV in the UK during Christmas 2019

Book and Toy Gift Set
• Includes a mini hardback edition of the classic picture book,
The Snail and the Whale and a gorgeous soft toy
• The Snail and the Whale has sold over
4.7 million copies worldwide

22

Format: 160mm x 200mm (board book) • Extent: 12pp • Pub Date: January 2020 • UK Retail Price: £6.99
Format: 90mm x 90mm • Extent: 4 board books x 20pp each • Pub Date: February 2020 • UK Retail Price: £5.99

Format: 250mm x 280mm (picture book) / 167mm x 186mm (board book)
Extent: 32pp (picture book) / 30pp (board book) • Pub Date: October 2019 • UK Retail Price: £6.99
Format: 190mm x 210mm • Extent: 32pp • Pub Date: August 2020 • UK Retail Price: £12.99
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Make and Do Book
and

Make and Do Book

• Step inside the world inside a book and celebrate
the joy of reading with this special anniversary
edition of the bestselling story

• Celebrate 20 years of this much-loved story of a lost

• Brand new series full of fun craft activities for young children, with over 200 stickers

• With a foiled cover and special never-before-seen
bonus material from the author and illustrator

• With a foiled cover look and special never-before-seen

• Perfect to keep children busy on rainy days and school holidays

• Charlie Cook’s Favourite Book has sold over
2 million copies worldwide

• Monkey Puzzle has sold over 2.8 million

• Based on the bestselling picture books, The Snail and the Whale and
Monkey Puzzle by Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler, creators of The Gruffalo

28

Shoeb ox Ocean Scene
This is the sea, so wild and free,
That carried the whale and the snail on
his tail.
Make this amazing underwater scene
packed full of sea creatures,
then guide the snail and the whale through
the ocean depths!

You will need:
A shoe box with a lid
Paints
Paintbrushes
Safety scissors
Card or paper
PVA glue
Colouring pens or pencils
String
Sand
Lolly sticks
A drinking straw
A small saucer
Thin blue card
Pipe cleaners
Tissue paper
Shells and stones
Sticky tape

24

20th Anniversary Edition

15th Anniversary Edition

Make your base:

29

Decorate your sea bed:

1 Dot PVA glue on to the yellow base and sprinkle on some real sand.
Add some small pebbles or shells. You
2 stickers
can also find some sea bed

little monkey looking for his mum with this special
anniversary edition
bonus content from the author and illustrator
copies worldwide
Not
final
cover

on your sticker sheet.

Take the lid off the shoe box and put
1 use
it to one side to
later.

Ask a grown-up to cut a rectangular
hole in
one of the long sides of the box, around
5 x 10cm.

Stand the box up on the other long side,
2 rectangular
so that the
hole is at the top.

Paint the inside and outside of the shoe
3 leaving
box blue,
just the bottom long side unpainted
on the inside.

Format: 270mm x 216mm • Extent: 32pp • Pub Date: February 2020 • UK Retail Price: £6.99

Format: 280mm x 224mm • Extent: 32pp • Pub Date: January 2020 • UK Retail Price: £6.99
Format: 280mm x 224mm • Extent: 32pp • Pub Date: June 2020 • UK Retail Price: £6.99
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10th Anniversary Edition
Julia Donaldson and Emily Gravett
• Celebrate ten years of this irresistible prehistoric adventure with this anniversary edition
• With a special anniversary cover look and never-before-seen bonus material
• Cave Baby has sold over 900,000 copies worldwide

Also available

• Join everyone’s favourite crime-busting ladybird on a trip to
the seaside as she comes up with another cunning plan to foil
the dastardly deeds of rubbish robbers Hefty Hugh and Lanky Len

• The fourth book in the bestselling What the Ladybird Heard
series, which has sold over 2 million copies worldwide

• With a gorgeously glittery cover and interiors
26

Format: 300mm x 235mm • Extent: 32pp • Pub Date: September 2020 • UK Retail Price: £6.99

Format: 250mm x 250mm • Extent: 32pp • Pub Date: April 2020 • UK Retail Price: £12.99
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What the Ladybird Heard Make and Do Book
and

The Singing Mermaid Make and Do Book
• Based on the bestselling picture books
by Julia Donaldson and Lydia Monks
• Brand new series full of fun crafts for
young children, with over 200 stickers
• Perfect to keep children busy on
rainy days and school holidays
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Format: 270mm x 216mm • Extent: 32pp • Pub Date: June 2020 • UK retail price: £6.99

• A glorious die-cut cover with debossed
foil detail, head and tail bands,
and a ribbon marker make t his
a gift edition to treasure forever
• An extensive collection of fairy
tales from Brazil, France, Germany,
Japan, China, Norway, Spain,
Turkey and more
• Includes historic material from the
extensive Macmillan archive, drawn
from fairy tales published in the
nineteenth century

Format: 270mm x 216mm • Extent: 480pp • Pub date: October 2021 • UK retail price: £35.00
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Macmillan are the global publishers
of a range of books accompanying
the major new TV series.

Adventures in
Extraordinary Adventures in

and

• Lavish storybooks based on nine episodes
from the first series

:

The Activity Book

• A stylish Moomin activity book for Moomin fans young
and old, with more than 100 beautiful, highly decorative stickers
• Full of drawing, colouring, and scribbling activities
designed for a crossover Moomin audience

• Brand new innovative techniques
in 3D CGI
• 13 x 22 minute episodes, adapted
from the original Moomin stories
• Aimed at a global family audience
• Directed by Oscar-winning director
Steve Box and produced by
Gutsy Animations
© Moomin Characters ™
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Welcome to

:

The Handbook

• An immersive guide to the world of
Moominvalley and its loveable community

© Gutsy Animations 2019
Format: 270mm x 216mm, hardback PLC wih jacket • Extent: 128pp • Pub date: October 2019 and September 2020 • UK retail price: £12.99
Format: 235mm x 185mm • Extent: 96pp • Pub date: March 2020 • UK retail price: £8.99
Format: 235mm x 185mm, hardback PLC with foil • Extent: 128pp • Pub date: March 2020 • UK retail price: £9.99
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PICTURE BOOKS
We have a very exciting list of books by established, prize-winning and bestselling authors
and illustrators such as Julia Donaldson, Jill Murphy and Catherine Rayner, and a wonderful
range of titles from rising stars such as Dapo Adeola, Victoria Cassanell, Briony May Smith
and Clare Helen Welsh. You will find books that are laugh-out-loud funny, books that will move
you, and books that will make you think, all written and illustrated by the best writers
and illustrators in the business.

•A breathtakingly beautiful book about
a very tired lion who, try as he might,
just can’t seem to drop off to sleep

•A perfect book for bedtime, and ideal
for young children who are reluctant
to go to bed or have trouble sleeping

•With a calming, mindfulness message
•Publishing in hardback with stunning
cover finishes

•Written and illustrated by Catherine
Rayner, winner of the CILIP Kate
Greenaway Medal

Format: 280mm x 250mm • Extent: 32pp • Pub date: June 2020 • UK Retail Price: £12.99
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• Painterly illustrations and a warm funny text tell this quirky tale of a
• Painterly
illustrations
a warm
funnywith
textatell
thisunBEARable
quirky tale itch and
blossoming
friendshipand
between
a bear
truly
of
blossoming
friendship
between
a bear
with a quite
truly unBEARable
a abeaver
who really
wants
to help,
but doesn’t
know how . . .
itch and a beaver who really wants to help, but doesn’t quite know how . . .

• Victoria is a debut author/illustrator, holder of a first class BA Hons de• Victoria is a debut author/illustrator, graduate of the prestigious
gree in illustration, and a graduate of the prestigious Cambridge
Cambridge illustration MA
illustration MA
• Perfect for teaching children about kindness, sharing and making friends
• Perfect for teaching children about kindness, sharing and making friends
Also

Available

• A second seasonally inspired story from Elli Woollard and Briony May Smith,
set in the same magical, natural world of their first collaboration, Little Bear’s Spring
• Rising star, Briony May Smith, captures the breathtaking beauty of autumn
via a changing landscape of mountains, lakes and forests as they turn from
green to red to gold
• A gentle introduction to the natural world and the activities
of animals preparing for winter
• With additional bird migration facts
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Format: 250mm x 280mm • Extent: 32pp • Pub date: September 2020 • UK Retail Price: £11.99 hardback, £6.99 paperback

Format: 280mm x 224mm • Extent: 32pp • Pub date: March 2020
UK Retail Price: ‘£11.99 hardback, £6.99 paperback
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Egg
Sue Hendra & Paul Linnet
•The hotly anticipated third book in the bestselling picture
book series about the Bear family from Jill Murphy
•Starting nursery and learning to share are classic milestones
for preschoolers which will strike a chord with parents
•The first book in this series about the Bear family,

When is an egg not an egg? A wise, witty
and almost wordless story about an egg
that’s a bit different

Also Available!

From the bestselling pair behind
Snowball and Supertato
This hilarious tale in a novelty
format is perfect for Easter

Peace at Last , has sold over one million copies since
publication over 35 years ago

Also

!

Available
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Format: 280mm x 224mm • Extent: 32pp • Pub date: May 2020 • UK Retail Price: £11.99

Format: Novelty • Extent: 32 • Pub date: March 2020 • UK Retail Price: £6.99
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Peter Bently & Chris Chatterton
• A fresh and funny rhyming look at
a day in the life of an adorable mutt
• Filled with charming artwork by bestselling
illustrator Chris Chatterton, creator of
This is Gus
• Written by Peter Bently, winner of the
Roald Dahl Funny Prize
From
The Same
Illustrator
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Format: 260mm x 260mm • Extent: 32pp • Pub date: July 2020 • UK Retail Price: £11.99 hardback, £6.99 paperback

• Laugh-out-loud follow-up to I am a
Tiger and I am Not an Elephant
• From award-winning illustrator
Ross Collins and hugely
talented author Karl Newson
• Starring the same
small-but-mighty
Mouse – who really
can ROAR!

Format: 260mm x 260mm • Extent: 32pp • Pub date: August 2020 • UK Retail Price: £11.99 hardback, £6.99 paperback
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• Warm and funny family story
about how a young boy sees
his dad as a loveable bear

• Debut picture book from awardwinning young fiction author
Swapna Haddow

• Illustrated by rising star Dapo
Adeola, illustrator of Look Up

4040

Format: 260mm x 260mm • Extent: 40pp • Pub date: June 2020 • UK Retail Price: £11.99 hardback, £6.99 paperback

Format: 280mm x 224mm • Extent: 32pp • Pub date: May 2020 • UK Retail Price: £11.99 hardback, £6.99 paperback
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Friendship Stories
By Sally Grindley • Illustrated by Penny Dann
Beautifully illustrated picture books
exploring themes of emotional intelligence
in a sweet and charming narrative
Topics include forgiveness, loneliness,
companionship and the importance
of friends and family
Wonderful books for parents
and children to read together

Two Hoots is home to some of the most gifted authors and illustrators working today.
Together we create exceptional illustrated books full of wit and warmth, with no
constraints of age, style or content. Our award-winning list is going from strength
to strength, and we are proud to share more of our fresh, stylish books here. We look
forward to welcoming new publishing partners to the Two Hoots family.

4242

Format: 280mm x 220mm HB • Extent: 32pp • Pub date: May 2020
UK Retail Price: £8.99 • Rights Available: World excl. US • Age: 5+

• Fantastically original counting book by the team behind the award-winning
Amazing Animals, featuring a host of baby animals from lambs to leopards
• Gorgeous illustrations and wonderful design featuring die-cuts and flaps including
a fun game: try to spot the 30 baby spiders hidden throughout the book

Tidy s
old
in 20
langua
ges

• Brilliant text from the bestselling author of The Gruffalo

• Back in the forest from the bestselling Tidy , this story features all the same
characters but this time, the magpies are the stars
• Shows how easily seduced we are by possessions, how little we need most of
them, and how to recycle those we can live without
• A beautiful, richly illustrated, timely story by the winner of two CILIP Kate
Greenaway Medals, with die cut cover, reverse-printed jacket and shaped flaps

4444

Format: 260mm x 195mm • Extent: 48pp • Pub date: September 2020 • UK Retail Price: £14.99
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By Ben Manley . Illustrated by Aurélie Guillery

. A funny, playful tale encouraging children
to take control and be who they want to be

. Winderfully retro, vibrant illustrations that bring
to life each brilliantly wild persona

. From the illustrator of Daddy Long Legs

Twice winner of the UKLA Award,
Runner-up Scottish Book Trust Picture Book of the Year
• Funniest book yet from picture
book genius Morag Hood
• Infectiously silly story with a message
about home cooking – spaghetti doesn’t
grow on trees
• Clean and clear, striking graphic artwork

4646

Format: 280mm x 224mm • Extent: 32pp • Pub date: February 2020 • UK Retail Price: £11.99

Format: 220mm x 220mm • Extent: 32pp • Pub date: July 2020 • UK Retail Price: £11.99
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• A touching, quirky story
in which a little girl figures
out how to make a hat for a
mountain – with a message
of creativity, cooperation
and kindness
• Gorgeously intricate artwork
with adorable characters
and funny details to spot

• Fiercely independent little heroine
who loves and protects animals

Also available

• Magical setting with a cast of exciting
mythical monsters

• Feisty fairytale retellings with
a darkly funny twist from the
award-winning Bethan Woollvin

• Rich story with a touch of peril and
a satisfying message about kindness

• Each following a strong heroine
who seizes control of her own destiny
• Stunning graphic artwork printed
with vibrant pantone inks

• Debut illustrator, placed
second in the Macmillan
Prize for Illustration 2018
and winner of the Bologna
Book Fair Silent Book
Prize 2019
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Format: 250mm x 280mm • Extent: 32pp • Pub date: January 2020 • UK Retail Price: £11.99 hardback, £6.99 paperback

I Can Catch a Monster: Format: 280mm x 237mm • Extent: 32pp • Pub date: April 2020 • UK Retail Price: £11.99
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DREAM TEAM
Tom Percival

MCB FICTION
We have something special for every age group this Frankfurt
– from adventurous new series launches to funny young fiction,
from dazzling debuts and enthralling YA to inspiring non-fiction.
We have books to make you laugh, to make you think and to make you take action.
Join us in our reading adventures!

5050

It’s the Dream Team to the rescue!
Erika is in a BAD mood. She’s fed up of her baby brother ruining
everything. And things get worse when, asleep one night, her dream
is stolen by a pack of hungry Heebie Jeebies! And the only people
who can help Erika get back home are the Dream Team.

•

Brand new adventure series exploring anxiety in kids,
including anger, making friends and self-confidence
Clear concept series – Inside Out meets
•
The Incredibles – from an established author/illustrator

two titles in 2020: Attack
• Printing in two colour with
and The Case of the Jitters

of the Heebie Jeebies

Tom Percival writes and illustrates across the children’s market.
He has produced covers and internal illustrations for the
Skulduggery Pleasant series, written and illustrated the Little
Legends series, as well as five picture books for Bloomsbury,
including the Carnegie-nominated Ruby’s Worry. He lives in
Gloucestershire with his girlfriend and their young sons.

Pub date: April 2020 / September 2020 • Extent: 176pp • Words: 15,000 approx • Rights Available: World • Age: 7+
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‘A fantastic new voice in middle grade fiction. I loved it! ’
– Robin Stevens, bestselling author of Murder Most Unladylike.

The Deadly 7 are back one last time for the finale to the hysterical MONSTER adventure
series by Sing director Garth Jennings.

John Kelly
The Monster Doctor will see you now!
Are you a yeti with a sore foot, a blob with a cold,
or a dragon with a cough? Come and see the Monster
Doctor – who also happens to need a new assistant . . .
• Hilarious new series from author/illustrator John Kelly
• Funny and fast-paced with fully integrated design
and extra content

John Kelly is the author/illustrator
of picture books such as The Beastly
Pirates (Bloomsbury) and Fixer (Faber);
the author of picture books Can I Join
Your Club and Hibernation Hotel
(Little Tiger) and the illustrator of
fiction series' such as Ivy Pocket and
Araminta Spook (Bloomsbury). Monster Doctor is his
first author/illustrator middle-grade fiction.

• Two books a year with four acquired
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Pub date: May 2020 / October 2020 • Extent: 224pp approx. • Words: 15,000
Rights Available: World • Age: 7+ • Rights Sold: Dutch

Who better to stop an army of terrifying monsters than seven little angry, sneaky, greedy, vain,
adorable, thieving, farting monsters? That’s right, Stan, Puff, Nosh, Miser, Hoot, Crush and Spike
are here to save the day!
The final title in Garth Jennings’ hilariously funny, action-packed monster adventure series
Fantastic commercial cover look by picture book superstar Rob Biddulph
Fully illustrated throughout in black and white by the author
Garth Jennings has directed many music videos and commercials as one third
of the production company Hammer & Tongs. His work includes videos for Blur,
Radiohead, Beck, Fatboy Slim and Vampire Weekend. He is the director of
two feature films - The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy and Son of Rambow,
for which he also wrote the screenplay. He has just directed, Golden Globe
nominated Sing, a feature-length animated film with an all-star cast, from the
studio that created Despicable Me. He has also written The Wildest Cowboy
for Macmillan Children’s Books.

Pub date: April 2020 • Extent: 256pp • Words: 40,000 • Rights Available: World • Age: 9+ • Rights Sold: Turkish and Czech
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BEAUTY

AND
THE

BIN

Joanne
O’Connell

Parents are humiliating – especially when they’re eco-warriors.
Laurie loves her family and she wants to join them in making the world a better place.
But right now she doesn’t want to fish food out of bins, or go on marches - she wants to
be popular. But when a competition comes to school and Laurie’s eco-friendly beauty
remedies are a surprise hit, her two worlds collide.

• Fresh and funny contemporary debut voice exploring friends, family
and school and how that can fit with being a young eco-warrior

• Light and positive approach to a serious subject – engagement with
environmental issues increasingly high in younger children

• Follow-up, Binderella to come in 2021 covering themes
of activism, starting high school and sibling rivalry

Joanne O’Connell is a journalist, whose
inspiration sprang from a year-long column
she wrote for the Guardian called ‘Goodbye
Supermarkets’. She has written for several major
national newspapers including the Observer and The
Times and has appeared on TV and radio. She lives in
rural Cheshire with her husband and two daughters.

ALIC E ’S ADV E N T URES
IN WON D ERLAN D Chris Riddell
Illustrated by

A stunning new gift edition of Lewis Carroll’s best-loved classic, illustrated
throughout by Chris Riddell, the 2015 – 2017 UK Children’s Laureate.
• With a foiled jacket, head and tail bands, a ribbon marker and
colour illustrations throughout, this is a beautiful gift for all
the family to treasure and share
• Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland has been enchanting
children for more than 150 years. Curious Alice, the White
Rabbit, the Queen of Hearts and the Mad Hatter are
among the best-loved, most iconic literary creations of all time
• Macmillan was the original publisher of Alice’s Adventures
in Wonderland in 1865
Chris Riddell, the 2015 – 2017 UK Children’s Laureate, is an accomplished artist and the political
cartoonist for the Observer. He has enjoyed great acclaim for his books for children, which have won
a number of major prizes, including the 2001, 2004 and 2016 CILIP Kate Greenaway Medals. Goth Girl
and the Ghost of a Mouse won the Costa Children’s Book Award 2013. His work for Macmillan also includes
the bestselling Ottoline books, The Emperor of Absurdia, and, with Paul Stewart, the Muddle Earth books, the
Scavenger series and the Blobheads series. Chris has been honoured with an OBE in recognition of his illustration
and charity work. He lives in Brighton with his family.
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The award-winning, 2015–2017 UK Children’s Laureate Chris Riddell weaves together
a stunningly illustrated magical quest to defeat the enemies of magic in this first title
of a major new series.
For as long as anyone can remember, children have made a wish on a cloud horse, never
quite believing that their wishes will come true. But times are changing. The future
of magic is in danger and unless three brave children fight back and believe in the
impossible, soon magic and the cloud horses will be gone. Zam, Phoebe and Bathsheba
don’t yet know how powerful they are . . .
• A brand new series for readers of 8+ by the bestselling, award-winning
author/illustrator of Goth Girl and Ottoline
• Utterly beautiful hardback, highly illustrated two-colour gift package, with full-colour gatefold

Stella has been living behind the magic of the forest for most of her life.
Lonely, she enrolls at the local school and, as she begins to make friends,
discovers that she is even more different than she had imagined. But as
autumn turns to magical winter, Stella realizes that uncovering her own
family secret is the only way to release the forest from the grip
of a dark and old magic.

Amy Wilson
is the rising star of
children’s fantasy
Telegraph

• Fourth standalone novel from the critically-acclaimed and
Carnegie-nominated Amy Wilson, with two further novels acquired
• Simultaneously magical and contemporary, with a gorgeous wintry package
• Steady sales growth, building Amy as a major Middle-Grade voice
for fans of Abi Elphinstone and Kiran Millwood Hargrave

• Exciting magical adventure, with all of Chris’s characteristic charm and invention
Chris Riddell, the 2015–2017 UK Children’s Laureate, is an accomplished artist
and the political cartoonist for the Observer. He has enjoyed great acclaim for his
books for children, which have won a number of major prizes, including the 2001,
2004 and 2016 CILIP Kate Greenaway Medals. Goth Girl and the Ghost of a
Mouse won the Costa Children’s Book Award 2013. His work for Macmillan
also includes the bestselling Ottoline books, The Emperor of Absurdia, and, with
Paul Stewart, the Muddle Earth books, the Scavenger series and the Blobheads series.
Chris has been honoured with an OBE in recognition of his illustration and charity
work. He lives in Brighton with his family.
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Pub date: September 2019 / September 2020 • Extent: 320pp • Words: 30,000 • Rights Available: World
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Amy Wilson has a background in journalism and lives in Bristol
with her young family. She is a graduate of the Bath Spa MA
in Creative Writing and is the author of the critically acclaimed
novels A Girl Called Owl – nominated for the CILIP Carnegie
medal – A Far Away Magic and Snowglobe. She also
contributed to the Return to Wonderland collection of
Alice-inspired short stories published by Macmillan.

Pub date: October 2019 • Extent: 320pp • Words: 57,000 • Rights Available: World • Age: 9+ • Rights Sold: Turkish
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TO THE RESCUE
Climb aboard for mystery, in an addictive new
international middle-grade crime series

Sold in 9
languages!

You don’t have to be big to be brave
Young mouse Pip Hanway is in France as she continues fighting with the French Resistance
group Noah’s Ark: a secret gang of animals working to secure the victory of the Allies,
operating beneath the feet of the human soldiers. As they journey towards Paris, with
liberation in reach, Pip is faced with a dangerous rescue mission after a sudden kidnapping.

Harrison Beck and his travel-writer uncle, Nathaniel,
journey on iconic trains around the world, each one revealing a mystery on board.
Join Hal on his next big adventure in The Highland Falcon Thief and Kidnap
on the California Eagle, coming to a platform near you in 2020.

• Sequel to the critically-acclaimed Waterstones Book of the Month debut,
with sales of over 13,000 copies in ten weeks

• Classic-feeling mystery adventure, for travel lovers, train-enthusiasts, code-breakers and thrill-seekers everywhere
• Each journey is based on a real train or route, from the historic to the ultra-modern,

• Based on real-life French Resistance group Noah’s Ark, and packed with historical detail for WWII study

with international landscapes, settings and characters. Six-monthly publishing
with book locations confirmed as UK, US, Germany and Southern Africa

• A timeless tale of courage, friendship and resistance
Anna Fargher was raised in a creative hub on the Suffolk coast by an artist and
a ballet teacher. She read English Literature at Goldsmiths before working in the
British art world and opening her own gallery. She splits her time between London
and Suffolk. Her debut novel, The Umbrella Mouse was selected
for the Waterstones Book of the Month.

• Accessible, fast-paced, satisfying reading fully illustrated by Elisa Paganelli,
with clues, puzzles and train facts included throughout

M.G. Leonard is the internationally bestselling author of the Battle of the Beetles trilogy and the non-fiction companion,
The Beetle Collector’s Handbook. Beetle Boy won the Branford Boase award and has been translated into 37 languages
worldwide. She is a beetle expert and lives in Brighton with her husband and two sons.
Sam Sedgman is a novelist, playwright and award-winning digital producer. His work has been performed internationally
and shortlisted for the Courtyard Theatre award. Written with his friend, M.G. Leonard, The Highland Falcon Thief is
Sam’s first book for children. He lives in London and is a lifelong train and mystery enthusiast.
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‘Ambitious and wonderful’
Michael Morpurgo

Sam Usher graduated from the University of West England and his debut picture
book Can You See Sassoon? (Little Tiger) was shortlisted for the Waterstones
Prize, the Red House Children’s Book Award and the Sainsbury’s Children’s
Book Prize. He is the creator of picture book sequence Snow, Storm, Sun and Rain
(Templar) and has illustrated many picture books including Refuge (Nosy Crow)
and The Most Loved Bear (Macmillan).

Pub date: April 2020 • Extent: 256pp • Words: 50,000 • Rights Available: WEL • Age: 9+
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My Big Mouth Steven Camden
When Dad leaves, ten-year-old Jay has questions.
Where has he gone?
Why did he go?
When the answers Jay gets aren’t enough, he starts to make up his own stories,
setting off a chain reaction that sees regular old Jay go from just another face in
the crowd to the centre of attention.
But being the coolest kid in school comes at a cost. And, as things spiral out of
control, the most unlikely person helps him learn the most important lesson of all.

• A funny, tender and thought-provoking contemporary novel about

the nature of storytelling, friendship, family and the currency of cool

•

The story of a friendship as deep and dangerous as the ocean by the Costa
Award-winning author of The Lie Tree.

Ten-year-old Jay discovers the
difference between lying and
storytelling when an impulsive lie
at school gets out of hand in Steven
Camden’s funny and moving first
novel for middle-grade readers

Integrated black-and-white illustrations throughout

• Steven Camden is the winner of the 2019 CLiPPA Award

The gods of The Myriad were as real as the coastlines and currents, and as
merciless as the winds and whirlpools. Now the gods are dead, but their remains
are stirring beneath the waves . . .
On the streets of the Island of Lady’s Crave live Hark and his best friend Jelt.
They are scavengers: diving for relics of the gods, desperate for anything they
can sell. But there is something dangerous in the deep waters of the undersea,
calling to someone brave enough to retrieve it.
When the waves try to claim Jelt, Hark will do anything to save him.
Even if it means compromising not just who Jelt is, but what he is . . .
• A macabre YA adventure about a dangerous friendship,
underwater exploration, long-dead gods and monsters of the deep
• Frances has a unique gothic imagination carried by
luminous prose

Born and raised in the city of Birmingham, Steven Camden aka Polarbear is one of the most respected spoken word artists in the UK. After an accidental fall
into spoken word involving a broken P.A system and a complete misunderstanding, he developed into a fully fledged spoken word artist known for delivering
stories that make sense. In his unique performances, language and rhyme patterns from his Hip-Hop roots combine with the day-to-day sentiment of a man
trying to figure things out. Performances at Glastonbury, OneTaste, Electric Picnic and Jazz Café, as well as a UK tour in 2006, have built up his reputation
as a storyteller for the twenty-first century.
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Frances Hardinge spent her childhood in a huge old house that inspired her to write strange stories from an early age.
She read English at Oxford University, then got a job at a software company. However, by this time a persistent friend had
finally managed to bully Frances into sending a few chapters of Fly By Night, her first children’s novel, to a publisher. Macmillan
made her an immediate offer. The book went on to publish to huge critical acclaim and win the Branford Boase First Novel Award.
Known for her beautiful use of language, she has since written many critically acclaimed novels, including A Skinful of Shadows,
A Face Like Glass , Cuckoo Song, and the Costa Award-winning The Lie Tree.
Pub date: October 2019 • Extent: 448pp • Words: 120,000 • Rights Available: World
Age: 12+ • Rights Sold: English (US), Russian, Italian, Romanian and Hebrew
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MARK MY WORDS
ISN’T THE TRUTH AS SIMPLE AS BLACK AND WHITE?
Fifteen-year-old Dua Iqbal has always had trouble minding her own
business and writing for the school newspaper is digging up things
she shouldn’t get involved with. But when someone is wrongly accused
of selling drugs and she knows who the real culprit is, she can’t
keep quiet any longer.
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Also available

Take the stage. Find your feet. Fame and Glee meets Rainbow Rowell’s Fangirl in former
West End actress Vanessa Jones’ stunning sequel to Sing Like No One’s Listening
It’s back to show business as usual at Duke’s Academy of Performing Arts. Things are finally working
out for Nettie, with her voice restored, her gorgeous boyfriend Fletch and the lead role in the college musical.
That is, until Fletch is left in a coma after a terrible motorcycle accident and a TV company invades Dukes,
pitting her against old enemy Jade Upton. As she tries to juggle impossible pressure and following her heart,
Nettie discovers secrets about her mother that make her question everything she ever knew. Desperately trying
to bring Fletch back with her voice whilst holding her nerve on stage and screen, Nettie is pushed to breaking
point. Will Fletch wake up? Will the stage ever feel like home? And will she find out the truth about her mother?

Dance Like No One’s Watching by Vanessa Jones will show that Nettie is not helpless,
and we’d better listen.

• Fame for a new generation in this YA novel set at a musical theatre school
• Lots of authentic detail: author is a former West End actress appearing
Sister Act, Mary Poppins and many other shows

•

Third novel from the YA Prize-shortlisted
and Branford Boase Award-winning author

•

Urban school newspaper setting covering subjects
including protest, exam pressure and prejudice

•

Critically-acclaimed and multi award-winning
author, described as ‘a perspective long-overdue
in British fiction’

Pub date: March 2020 • Extent: 304pp • Words: TBC • Rights Available: World • Age: 12+

in

Vanessa Jones was born and raised in Kent. After training at
Laine Theatre Arts, she went on to be a Musical Theatre actor
in West End shows, including Sister Act, Grease, Guys and Dolls,
Annie Get Your Gun and Mary Poppins, where she met (and married!)
a fellow chimney sweep. She now lives in East Sussex with her sweep and
their two children. Dance Like No One’s Watching is her second YA novel.

Pub date: April 2020 • Extent: 352pp • Words: 97,000 • Rights Available: World • Age: 12+ • Rights Sold: Czech
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Empowering and inspiring
• Empowering, inspiring and often hilarious
With poets such as Raymond Atrobus and Dean Atta
• With poets such as Raymond Antrobus, Dean Atta,
guest-starring
alongside
up-and-coming
the
Zia
Ahmed, Momtaza
Mehri
and Theresapoets
Lolainguest
SLAMalongside
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starring
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worldthis
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Includes tips for preparing brilliant
•
Includes
tips for preparing brilliant poetry for SLAMs
poetry
performances

Nikita Gill is a British-Indian writer and
poet living in the south of England. With
a huge online following her words have
entranced hearts and minds all over the
world. She is a passionate advocate for
poetry in all forms and her collection of
rewritten Fierce Fairytales along with her
latest book of poetry Wild Embers have
taken the world by storm.
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Pub date: April 2020 • Extent: 208pp • Words: TBC • Rights Available: World • Age: 12+

Revolutionize the way you revise with this
one-stop, inspiring and empowering guide.
Exams can seem overwhelming – but they don’t have to be. In Yes You Can.
Ace Your Exams Without LosingYour Mind, mental health campaigner
Natasha Devon uses her expertise to show you not just how to stay calm
in the face of daunting exams, but also how to absolutely ace them. With
helpful tips and tricks and advice on the best way to approach your revision,
this is the definitive book for anyone nervous about upcoming exams.
Includes:

• Understanding your brain • Advice from the experts
• Study and revision tips
• Quizzes
• Guidance on how to get through the exam and deal with the aftermath
Natasha Devon MBE is a campaigner who, for the past decade,
has toured schools and universities and done events throughout
the UK to raise awareness and teach others about mental
health. She has advised politicians, staged protests both on and
offline to effect social change and, most recently, created the
Mental Health Media Charter, to ensure that the landscape of
mental health reporting is both responsible and stigma-reducing.

Pub date: April 2020 • Extent: 192pp • Words: TBC • Rights Available: World • Age: 12+
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Plastic is everywhere and it sucks. It fills up our oceans, endangers our
wildlife and never goes away. This campaigning book draws on the
author’s own experiences in the fight against plastic waste, the problems
he's encountered and the solutions he's found. The clear and easy steps
in Plastic Sucks! You Can Make a Difference show us how we can all
make small changes and become champions for our planet.

• Includes top tips from key campaigners and eco-entrepreneurs
• Illustrated with photos, cartoons and infographics
• One of the key topics of our time

Dougie Poynter is a musician, songwriter, designer and author. Dougie has
been obsessed with natural history and dinosaurs from the age of three when
he visited the Natural History Museum with his mum. He is passionate about
the natural world and is a keen conservationist, working with charities such as
WWF, Greenpeace and 5 Gyres. He is committed to cleaning up the planet and
was instrumental in the campaign to ban microplastics in the UK. Along with
bandmate Tom Fletcher, Dougie is behind the bestselling picture book series
The Dinosaur That Pooped, illustrated by Garry Parsons, which has sold more
than 1 million copies.
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Pub date: September 2019 • Extent: 192pp • Words: 20,000 • Rights Available: World • Age: 9+ • Rights Sold: USA

FROM THE MAKERS OF THE UK'S
BESTSELLING FOOTBALL MAGAZINE
COMES THE MUST-HAVE SERIES
FOR ANY YOUNG FOOTBALL FAN!

•

Macmillan Children’s Books MATCH! titles have
sold over100,000 units through UK TCM since 2016

Match! Football Stars!

publication date to maximise on the
• Perfect
build up to the Euros in summer of 2020

Match! Football Stars! tells you everything you need to know about
past, present and future superstars! Packed full of information on all of
football’s greats: including player profiles, awesome facts you might not
know, incredible stats, quizzes and your hero’s greatest moments.

Match! Fun Book!
Match! Fun Book! is an incredible bumper book of football stats,
puzzles and hilarious jokes that score every time! Includes word
searches, transfer trackers, jaw-dropping stats, funny one-liners,
quizzes, trivia, unbelievable records and loads more!

Match! Euro Diary 2020
Match! Euro Diary 2020 lets you record every game
of your Euros 2020 journey and features over 500 hundred stickers!
Make your predictions and use the stickers to record each goal, card
and win. Fill in the stats, write a match report and choose your star
player – have an epic time following your team’s progress
throughout the championship!

Also available

Pub date: May 2020 • Extent: Various • Words: TBC • Rights Available: World • Age: 7+
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:

Coming soon

Amazing Machines
Big Truckload of Fun

KINGFISHER

Kingfisher brings you an exciting range of books to entertain and inform curious young
minds. Growing our list of beautifully illustrated narrative non-fiction, we have How Many
Mice Make an Elephant? and Sam Quigley’s Exploding Beetles and Inflatable Fish –
perfect STEM learning books for children 6 and above. How to be Human celebrates
themes of home and family from around the world, and Wild City explores how animals
adapt and thrive in city spaces shared with humans. We also have two new titles in our
much-loved series Wow! and In Training, and for younger Basher fans, Basher STEM
Junior will aid students in their learning of STEM subjects.

By Tony Mitton and Ant Parker
• A complete collection of 14
mini-sized full-edition hardback
picture books
• Packed in a study fire-engine
case that’s great for playing
with and to treasure
• Bold, bright illustrations feature
children’s favourite things that go
and lovable animal characters

Bulldozers
and
Cranes

Amazing Animals

Amazing Machines
Rescue Vehicles

Forest Adventure • Rainforest Adventure

By Tony Mitton and Ant Parker

By Tony Mitton and Ant Parker

• A bind-up of three emergency
vehicles: ambulances, police cars
and fire engines
• A wonderful rhyming story for
children obsessed with these
speedy rescue vehicles
• Bold, bright illustrations feature
heroic Amazing Machines as they
race to help those in need

Safari Adventure • Ocean Adventure

• From the duo that brought you the
bestselling Amazing Machines series

• A new child-friendly format for these

fun and lyrical animal adventure books

• Join the familiar animal gang as they
explore different habitats through
bouncy rhyming text

Big Truckload of Fun - Format: 235mm x 145mm x 120mm HB • 24pp x 14 titles • Pub date: July 2019 • UK retail price: £24.99 • Rights available: World excl. US • Age: 3+
Rescue Vehicles - Format: 203mm x 203mm PB • Extent: 64pp • Pub date: May 2020 • UK retail price: £7.99 • Rights available: World excl. US • Age: 3+
Amazing Animals - Format: 160mm x 160mm BB • Extent: 22pp (including cover) • Pub date: September 2020 • UK retail price: £4.99 • Rights available: World excl. US • Age: 3+
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on!
Coming so
ests
Wow! For
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ots
Wow! Rob

Animals • Birds • Bugs • Dinosaurs
Oceans • Space • Vehicles • Your Body
By Camilla de la Bédoyère, Jackie McCann and Carole Stott
Illustrated by Marc Aspinall and Ste Johnson
NEW!

• Packed full of jaw-dropping bite-size
facts that will make readers go “wow”!
• Fun, brightly coloured illustrations act
as clues to guide fascinated readers
through the book
• Memorable facts and stats are
perfect for reluctant readers

• Fun and playful look-and-find questions
encourage children to hunt for people, animals
and other details in famous paintings
• Artwork accompanied by simple, engaging
text and cartoon-style illustrations

Also
available

!

• Features artworks by van Gogh, Monet, Lowry,
Rousseau, Seurat, Velázquez and others

NEW!
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By Susie Brooks
Illustrated by Natalia Moore

Format: 270mm x 230mm HB and PB • Extent: 32pp • Pub date: Jan 2020
UK retail price: £6.99 • Rights available: World excl. US • Age: 5+

• Awards won by Susie Brooks: British Book Design
and Production Award 2013, English 4-11
Picture Book Award 2014 and School Library
Association Information Book Award 2014

Format: 275mm x 230mm HB • Extent: 48pp • Pub date: November 2019
UK retail price: £9.99 • Rights available: World excl. US • Age: 5+
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Astronaut • Coder • Doctor • Engineer • Firefighter • Scientist • Sports Star • Vet
By Cath Ard and Craig Steele
Illustrated by Sarah Lawrence

Also
available!
WHEELS in
HB and PB

NE

• Bite-size information for young readers

W!

By Tracey Turner • Illustrated by Fatti Burke
• A fascinating and fact-packed journey through wings of all
kinds, from the worlds of science, mythology and nature

about popular STEAM careers

• Funny, quirky text on this unusual topic not often covered in
a standalone book

guide the reader through their training

• Bright, stylish and on-trend illustrations from popular
illustrator Fatti Burke

• Humorous and charming illustrations

• Fun activities throughout to entertain
readers and encourage learning
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!

NEW

Format: 257mm x 207mm HB and PB (with or without novelty wheel) • Extent: 48pp
Pub date: November 2019 • UK retail price: £6.99 • Rights available: World excl. US • Age: 5+

Format: 270mm x 230mm HB • Extent: 48pp • Pub date: October 2020
UK retail price: £9.99 • Rights available: World excl. US • Age: 6+
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By Tracey Turner • Illustrated by Caroline Selmes
By Tracey Turner • Illustrated by Aaron Cushley
• An original approach to maths-by-stealth with humorous illustrations
• Makes tricky concepts of size and distance fun and easy to understand
• Attention-grabbing visuals bring maths to life on the page

Mind-blowing and informative lists about all kinds of animals
Quick and easy facts combine with beautiful and fun illustrations
Provides ‘random-but-true’ information on wild animals, pets,
animal behaviours, habitats and much more!

Also
available!

• Packed with STEM content and activities
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Format: 270mm x 230mm HB • Extent: 48pp • Pub date: June 2020 • UK retail price: £9.99 • Rights available: World excl. US • Age: 6+

Format: 241mm x 176mm HB • Extent: 96pp • Pub date: October 2020 • UK retail price: £9.99 • Rights available: World excl. US • Age: 6+
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By Tracey Turner • Illustrated by Asa Gilland
• Celebrates diversity and the universal themes of home and how people live
• Lyrical text makes for a timely look at different cultures
• Warm, charming illustrations appeal to parents and children alike

By Simon Basher • Written by Jonathan O’Callaghan
• Four fun, informative books covering the key aspects of STEM subjects
• Younger readers will learn about science, technology,
engineering and maths through quirky Basher illustrations
• Humorous, easy-to-follow text makes learning enjoyable
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Format: 270mm x 230mm HB • Extent: 48pp • Pub date: October 2020
UK retail price: £9.99 • Rights available: World excl. US • Age: 6+

Format: 230mm x 185mm HB and PB • Extent: 96pp • Pub date: July 2020
UK retail price: £8.99 • Rights available: World excl. US • Age: 7+
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The Germ Lab
By Richard Platt • Illustrated by John Kelly
Illustrated by Hannah Bailey

A humorous and gruesome
look into infections and diseases

• A beautifully illustrated trip around America’s 61 national parks

Informative, fact-filled text is
conveyed through fun and loveable
characters that young readers will love,
such as Professor Ratticus

• Filled with inspiring ideas for nature lovers and adventurers
of all abilities
• Tips and hints for things to do and
see from a real-life park ranger
• Beautiful, evocative illustrations
reveal a wondrous view of a park,
plus detailed art of the flora
and fauna there is to discover

explore!
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in progress

Format: 245mm x 200mm HB • Extent: 96pp • Pub date: May 2021 • UK retail price: £14.99 • Rights available: World excl. US • Age: 7+

Format: 260mm x 230mm HB • Extent: 48pp • Pub date: April 2020 • UK retail price: £12.99 • Rights available: World excl. US • Age: 7+
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By Tracey Turner • Illustrated by Andrew Wightman
VancouVer
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Welcome to Vancouver, a city of more than two million people –
plus a wide variety of wildlife. Vancouver is on the west coast of
Canada. Mountains loom over the city on one side. On the other
side is a spectacular coastline that looks out onto the Pacific
Ocean, where sea creatures swim and birds soar overhead.
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HERON
Herons fly over the sea near Vancouver
looking for fish to eat. They also
wade in the shallow waters near the
shoreline with their long, thin legs.

HUMPBACK WHALES
During warmer months, humpback whales can be found feeding
in the waters off the coast of Vancouver. In the winter, they
swim south to breed. Humpback whales make unusual noises in
the water that sound like singing.
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Orcas can be seen off the Vancouver coast allyear round, swimming in groups called “pods”.
Although they’re sometimes called “killer whales”,
orcas are actually dolphins. Each orca has unique
black and white markings that help to identify it.
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PACIFIC SALMON
Pacific salmon breed in freshwater
streams and then swim to the Pacific
Ocean. They provide food for much of the
other wildlife around Vancouver.
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or

SEALS
The rocky shoreline around
Vancouver is a popular place
for seals to rest and warm
themselves in the sun.

6ft

m with weird, wonderful
An exciting look into the animal kingdo
the main character
facts and a hilarious narrative from
nt and packed
Journal-style text with a story eleme

with personality

yle illustration

Humorous text and cartoon doodle-st

creatures who share our city spaces
• Meet
– from bears to bats, penguins to opossums
– and learn how they have adapted
and thrived

children to urban habitats
• Introduces
all around the world, exploring themes
of conservation and addressing
species under threat

highly visual large format gift book,
• Abeautifully
illustrated by Lucy Rose
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Format: 305mm x 257mm HB • Extent: 64pp • Pub date: October 2020
UK retail price: £12.99 • Rights available: World excl. US • Age: 7+

Format: 203mm x 140mm PB and HB • Extent: 96pp • Pub date: October 2020
UK retail price: £6.99 / £8.99 • Rights available: World excl. US • Age: 8+
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• A fantastic visual insight into the gaming world beyond the screen
• Focuses on careers in gaming and the wider gaming community,
with sections on becoming a game developer, eSports
and professional gaming
• Cool, comic style illustrations combined with photography
bring the spectacularly visual gaming world to life
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